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INTRODUCTION
An important management practice within the 60-80 million acres of
Pinyon-Juniper woodlands is to convert these woodlands to open rangeland s .

The succe ss or failure of seeding adapted gr asses in place of

tree s i s co nt ingent upon the revegetation t echn iques emp l oyed and upon
fortuitous weather patterns .

In ord er to formula t e policy for Pinyon-

Juniper co ntr o l decisi ons, persons re s pon sib l e for such po licies need
to know the risks of intr oduc i ng range grasses into given a reas .

Thi s

thesis i s esse ntially a hypothesis concer ning the magni tude of such
risk s .
Pinyon-Juniper control has been pra cticed widely i n the five state
areas of Ari zona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah .

Justification

for con trol a nd conversion of the wood l a nds to ope n grazing a r eas rests
on the assumption that the trees h ave little a pparent utilit y and,
theref or e , they s hould be replaced by a grass resour ce which has
relative ly greater value.

In its extreme form the assumption involve s

the notion that the tr ees are ac tual ly detrimenta l to the productivity
of the l a nd.

They be come a hind ran ce t o the growth of var i ous forms o f

plant life con s idered desirable.
Considerable inve s t ment , primarily at the expense of soc iety, has
been incurred in the transformation pr ocess.

Until r ece nt yea rs control

projects have been limited to the most ac cess ible sites and areas
"invad ed " by Pinyon-Junip e r trees.

At pr esent the conversion pace ha s

s la ckened due to the limited number of r emaining accessible sites in
some areas, but more import an tl y to the fac t that the pr o j ec ts have had
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a history of mixed success .

Whi l e certain ru l es of thumb have bee n put

forth to exp l a in the na ture of the factors influencing seedling eme rge nc e
a nd incr eased forage production, these are so vo l atile that an appr e he nsion o f failure exis t s among land managers.

The int e nsity of investment ca n only be balanced against risk
leve ls if the re is basic understanding of the r o les p l ayed by the
variables influe ncing seed lin g establ i shment and forage incr ease .

Bo th

policy and nonp ol icy (n o t subject t o human manipu lati on) variables must
be id e ntifi ed and their influences up on s uccess measured.

The analysis that follows begins by setting forth the objec tives
to be ac hieved in evaluating the tr ee conversion -process and its

associated risk.
is prese nt e d.

Next a theory of r a nge grass seedl ing estab li s hme nt

The appr op ri a t e variab le s a r e ide ntified and an "es tablish-

ment" mode l is applied to the empirica l data.

A third sec ti on

s pec i-

f i cal l y tr eats weather as a major influence upon seedling emerge nce and
forage pr oductio n.

A model exp ressed i n probablistic ternts, employing

the Markov prope rt y , is applied t o availab l e data t o eva lu a t e weather
index movements.

Finally , having dea lt with eme rgenc e, a the o r y i s

deve l oped t o ex plain expected forage pr oductio n in the pe ri od fo ll owing
eme rge nce .

The paramet e r s of the assoc iat ed model are obtaine d from

empirical data .

OBJECTIVES
The paramount i ssue is the identification of those factors which
ca n or cannot be manipulated to influence expecte d forage production.
However, the important prerequisite for any increase in forage

pr oduction is to obta in seed ling emergence and vigorous seedli ng
establishment.

The investment decision requires l and ma nagers to make

a decision to incur control a nd seedLng costs based on the odds they
will give that successfu l establishment can be achieved in the future

(as determined by the fortuitous varLable[s]).

These odds ca n be

altered, sometimes considerably, by manipulation of revegetation

techniques to help tip the balance of natu re in favor of seed ling
emergence .
1.

Therefore, the objectives are set forth as:

To isolate those factors that will, when obse rved in a

combination o f quantified magn itude, determine seedling estab lishment.

2.

To est imate the probability of weather movement.

3.

To isolate those factors affecting subse quent production.

Expected forage increase i s built upon the answers to two questi ons:

(a)

What i s the pr obability that given revegetation technLques will

result in initial seedling establishment, and (b) will weather patterns
following estab lishment be such that the grass sta nd will endure?
formulate the establishment process define:

Pr(A)

the probability of production.

Pr(B)

the pr obability of seedling establishment
where 0.50<Pr(B}ci.O.

Pr(B')

the probability of failure in seedling establishment
where O<Pr(B')~.50 and event A and B ' are nece ssa rily
mutually exclusive .

To
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Assuming event A (probability of pr oduct ion ) is depend ent up on event B
(probability of establishment), the conditi onal production process ca n
be expressed in probabilisti c terms as:

Pr(A I B)

= Pr(AIB)
Pr(B)

(1)

and it follows by the general rule of multiplication that:
Pr(B) . Pr(AIB) . .

. (2)

The probability of establi shment fai lur e is expressed as:

I

,

Pr(A B )

Pr(AI B')

=~=null

set.

. (3)

SEEDLING ESTABLI SHMENT
Theoretica l con s ider a ti ons
The viewpoint adopted in thi s s tudy is that t o comp rehend the
economic behavior of rangeland managers and to formulate policy, i t i s
necessary to understand the biological e nvironment within which their
decisions are e ncompa ssed or c ir cumscribed .

Both economists a nd

agronomis t s utilize as fundamental buildin g blocks, pr oduction functions
r e l a ting plant and animal growth to increments of water, fertiliz e r s,
feed mixes, or other va ri ab l e i nput s .

Thi s identity of i ntere st is

exemplif ied in the work s of Heady et a l . (1961), Hildreth (1957),
Edwards (196 3), a nd other agr i cult ur a l e conomis t s wh o h ave cooperated
with biological scientists.
It is generally conceded that where bio l og i ca l processes a r e
involved in agronom i c mode l s, economic s p ecif i ca ti o n is r e nder ed

extreme l y difficult because the assump ti on of independence among
variables a nd fixed measurement are r e la xed.

Such i s the case in the

pr esent study of range grass production .
The formation of the seed leaf is of particular importance in
det e rmining future pl a nt development.
tion s uccess.

Thi s pr oc ess de pe nds on germina -

Germination in tu rn i s dependent up on int e racti on of the

quality and amount of food stored in the seed with optimum tempe rature
and moisture conditi on s .

Germination occurs when th e so il temper a ture

range s between 68 t o 78 degrees Fahrenheit.

This, of course, a ssumes

that there is an "adequate" supply of moisture.
Water se r ves thre e fu nctions i n facilitating pl a nt growth.

It
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provid es a sou rce of raw materials which the plant utilizes in the

photosynthesis proces s.

Water also acts as a vehicle for conveying

chemic a l elements and compounds to and from the center of photosynthesis

activity.

Finally, water se r ves as a cooling agent within the plant to

protect th e tissues from desiccation.

The mechanism by which plants obtain water must also be considered.
The relation sh ip between plants and surrounding soi l is identical to
that between two solutions sepa rated by a permeable membrane.

The sap

in the plant cells is one so lution, and the soi l water containing

soluble salts is the other .

If the two so lutions are of different

densities, the one least concen trated wi ll flow through the membrane
and dilute it s more concentrated neighb o r until equilibrium is reached.
Thi.s flow, under normal co nditi o ns, is from soi l to plant, although the
reverse is n ot precluded.

This same phe n omen o n , known as osmos is, also

occurs between cells within indiv idu a l plant s.

As a r esult, the water

distribution in the cells reaches an equilibrium with water in the so il.

This assumes no tenden cy for the water to be lost somewhere in the system.

Competing with photosynthes is is the imp ortant phenomenon of
transpiration.

This is the process by which water is pa ssed from the

plant into the surrounding atmosphere.

The principle of flows induced

by differential solution densities is also of relevance .

The external

solution in this case i s the atmosphere, a so lution of gases in water

vapor.

The density of this so lution i s almost always greater than the

adjoining cellular solutions of plants; hence, the direction of water

flow is from plant to air in turn inducing flow from soil to plant .
The magnitude of the existing pressure differential governs the rate
at which transpiration occurs, and any fact o r affecting the density of

ei ther the cellular or atmospheric so lution affec t s the rate of water
flow.

The density o f th e s urr ounding atmos pheric so l ution i s a function

of t emperatur e and the po t entia l vapor pr essu r es .

The l at ter is pr e-

determ ined l eaving temperature as the causal va riable in the fl ow of
water .

Important also i s the evapor at i on of water from or just bel ow the
so i l -a ir interface of the so il.

Wat er evaporation fr om the so il, like

transpiration , is dependent up on t emperatur e.

The combination o f trans-

pir at i on and eva poration called "evapotranspiration" represents the

reverse of precipitation.

As th e water supply increa ses , evapotran s -

piration ri ses t o a maximum depending on the e nvironmental climate.
This max imum , if re ached, is ca ll ed "p o tenti a l evapo tr ans piration . "

Thornthwaite (1948), in s tudies on weather c r op relati on ships, a ttempted
measurement s on "potential evapo tr a nsp irati on" a nd found it impossible

to meas ure.

Pe nman (1948) ha s s in ce developed a more pr ec ise mea sure

in hi s st udi es .

Thornthwaite fou nd the eva pot ranspir at ion rate to be

dependent on the interdepe nd en t factors of c limate, so il moisture
supply, pl ant cover, a nd land ma nagement.

His experiments indi cated

the ex i s t ence of a growth i nh ibit in g fact or direct l y proportional to
temperature.

A growth e quati on ha s be en proposed by Thornthwaite by generali zing
Van't Hoff's l aw o f phys i cs writte n as :

v

1

bCect

(4)

a~z,

1
van't Hoff's law o f physics exp resses the velocity of a chemical
r eaction as an exponenti a l function of temperature.

can be conceptualized as:
univers a l gas consta nt .

Van't Hoff's

la~

A= n/V RT, where : A= osmotic pres sure. R
T

a so l ute in mo les per liter .

absolute temperature.

n = concentration of
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where:
t

= t empe r atur e in ce nti grade.

a, b, and c =constants.

e =b ase of Na peria n l oga rithms.
V

pe r cent age of the optimum gr owth rate.

Al so, a moisture ratio ex pr ess ing humidity or aridity during a given

pe ri od in a given location was deve l oped by Thornthwaite as :
m

=~
= .!:. e
e

l,

( 5)

expr ess ing the difference be t wee n precipit ation and "p otential eva po tran spir a tion " divid e d by "p o t ential eva potran s piration . "

In (4)

optimum

temperature fo r gr ow th is a t the po int where numera t o r and denominator

are e qual.

The second r elat i onship (5) approaches zero as water supply

equa l s wat e r need.

Serie s of the gr owth index (4) are not available

thus making it nonope r ationa l .
Up t o this point nothing has bee n menti oned about interplant relati onships.

Beginning with a simp l e plant pe r unit area and increasing the

density of the plant

poptll~tion

fr0m that point, i t is obvious that over

a cons ider able range of plant density, aggr ega t e eme r ge nce (al so
eve ntua l pr oduction) is a line ar function of the numb er o f plant s.

As

the number of plants on a fixed so il incre ases, the growth of each

pl ant will become more and more dependent up on the growth o f other
pl a nt s .

This de pend e nce is primari l y competitive in t he case of range

grasses ver s u s Pinyon-Juniper tre es.

Parti cu larly c ritical is the

compe titive disadva ntage the gra sses have in obtaining mo isture in dense

s tands of tr ees.

Since a plant i s unable t o resist a tmos pheri ca lly

induced pres sures toward wa ter l oss, s uch l osses will be incurred

rega r d les s of the occurrence of growth.

The larger plant systems,
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therefore, can sur vive a ny periods of high " evapo tr a n spiration" because
of l arge storage capacity.
Becau se of this di sadva ntage, the intr oduction of range gr asses
(wheatgrasses,

· lovegrasses, and sandrop , etc.) requir es an int e rplant

system pr ovid ing a favorable compet itive position for the gra sses in
the sys tem.

This suggests, as is being carried out, the a rtifici a l

manipulation of the interplant sys tem t o tip the ba l ance of natur e
toward a fav or able e nviro nment for these ran ge grasses.

D eve l o prr~nt

of the variables

The the or e tical cons iderati on has suggested the c ritical variables
in the emergence proc ess o f the range gra sses.

These variables, in

order t o be of use in a model of seed ling estab lishme nt , must be
measur able.
Water, the impor tant nutrie nt, vehicle, a nd coo ling agent, is
measurable in t he form of precipitation.

Temperature, the und er lying

causa l variab l e of the f l ow of water thr ough the p l ant, is likewise
measur able.

The d if ficulty is their interr e l at i onship whe n being used

as s ingle f ac t ors affect ing seedling emergence.
Sunlight, a difficult fac t or to mea s ure, is considered constant
for two rea son s .

Fir st, the emerge nce pr ocess takes place during the

time the phot osynth etic pr ocess i s ac tive.

Second, tr a nspiration is

largely confined to the daylight hours because transpiration takes place
on the under surface of the leave s through specia lized cells called
stomata.

These specialized cells are photo-sensitive, c l osing in the

absence of sunligh t .
Climatol ogical the ory suggests inver se re l at i on ship between
precipitation and temperature.

Oury (l965 a ) found a negative correla tion
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of -.667 between these two variables.

de Martonne (1926) sugges t ed a

ratio of precipitation adding a constant to the denominator to avoid

negative values:
p

(6)

T + 10

Angstrom (1936) later suggested a modifi cation of the aridity index
which was propor tiona l to precipitation amount qnd inversely proportiona l to an expotentia l fun ction of t emperatur e:
I

p

(7)

1.071'

The agreement with physical theory is much close r and is specif ically in
agreement with Va n't Hoff' s law.
of

1~

The denominator doubles with eac h ri se

degr ees ce ntigr ade in temperature.

For emp ir ical purposes

t he advantage of being continuous for negative values.

it has

Oury (l965a) found

the Angstr'om aridity index to be particularly favorable for aggr ega ti on
purposes.

The manipulat i on of nature's balanc e t o make the environme nt
favorab l e for seedl in g emergence ca n be meas ured in three policy

variables.

The seeding projects f i rst call for the removal of the

existing stand of Pinyon-Juniper trees.

The success of this removal i s

measured by the percent of live trees to that of th e total trees on a

ten th -ac r e plot.

1

Sec ond, the measure f or pla nt numbers can be obtained by us ing t he
va riable of seed rate on a pe r- ac r e basis for the seed i ng pr o je c ts.

1

The meas urements of ·the competition r emoval have bee n taken by a

resear ch team of the Bureau of Land Management attached to the Utah State
University.
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The suggestion from the theory disc u ssed pr e viously is that moisture

and its availability to plants via the soil is a critical factor

influencing both germination and production.

Therefore, the third

policy variable that measures how successful ma nageme nt is in using this

fact in maximizing establishment is the depth at which the seed is sown.
Also related to this is the timin g in planting different grass species.
It may be that no cover is required if the planting is done at a time
when adequate amounts of moisture and opt i mum temperature s exist.

The

effect of timing is assumed to be taken care of i" the aridity index (6)
and (7), if the index is associat ed with the emergence time of a
particular species.

Seedling establishment, the depend ent variable, can be measured in

different ways suc h as plants per square foot, percent of the total seed
planted which emerged, or a more qualitative measure of success and
fai lur e in estab lishme nt .

The latter measure present s the difficulties

of a dichotomous dependent variab le as well as subjective op inion about
success or fai lure of a grass stand.

The available data indicates that

seedi ng es tablishment in the Pinyon-Juniper type is of this dichotomous

nature.

The records of the seed ing projects only show the seed ing to be

classified as successful or as failures.

The generalized model
The work of others illustrates the difficu l ties inherent in the
formulation and interpretat ion of qualitative data.

At the same time,

their efforts show promise [or the present study because a number of
sui tabl e analytic techniques have been developed for analogous situation s

(Goldberge r, p. 249).
Ordinarily, the dichot omous regression problem is treated as a
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regular line a r regression probl em, taking E(Z) to be a li nea r functio n
of the regres sors , Z

=

x•xjJ + t,

s quares estimators ar e obt ained.

= 0.

with E([)

the assumpt ion of homoskedas t icity is untenable.

of x ' s ( a r ow o f X' X) , [

t

Then c l assica l least

Two distinct difficulties ari se.

= Zi - (X'X)i jJ .

must be e ither -(X' Xl-\/3 or l-(X'X) -

One,

For a particular se t

Since Zi is e ither 0 or l,

jJ.

1

The d is tributi on , i f [ i

= l-(X'X)-l t f-J
II for [ = -( X' X)-l fJ
t
t
2
1 11
l-( X'X )
will va ri ance , E(t )

is to have zer o ex pectat i ons is f(f )
t
and f([)
t

=

(X ' X)- l ()f or [
t }J

(( X' Xl-\fJ J (Hx ' X)-\
(Go l dberger,

p.

2(19) .

t

.)J]

=

rf-J

t

= [E(Zil] , [l- E(Zi l), s inc e E(Z i) = ( X' X)-ljJ

Thus

the

wit h E(Zi ) and hence with (X'X) i .

disLurbance

varies systematical l y

Second, t he li near probab ility

function al l ows inc onsiste ncy with the conditions required by the

definit ion of E(Zi)' t hat i s,

~(Zi)~l,

s inc e a linear functi on i s

unb ounded.
To avoid suc h difficulties, an al t ernative method t o restrict the
unbou nd ed linear function a nd t o explain the moveme nt of the di s turbance

term must be fou nd.

A means i s s ugge s t ed by probit a na ly s is employed by

bi ometricians a nd modified by eco nomists (Go ldberger, 1964 , p . 250 ).

Let

C be an index which is a linear fu nct i on of the regre ssors (X ... Xn)i
1
and expr essed as:

ci
Let C*

be~

=

x•xfJ.

(8)

N(O, l) and determine Z by:

z.
1

=

fl

\_o

if Cio:::Ci''
(9)
i f C.< C.*
1

1

Each Zi i s a fu nct i on of the Xi' s , via the Ci, and of t he Ci*·

The C.* ' s
1

play the r o l e of disturbances, and they ma y be interpr e ted as critica l
values of C.

The critical values,

c 1*,

mu st s ta y within the O,l i nterval

l3

since this int erval i s determi.ned by observed seeding establ ishment
results.

Since Ci*

is~

N(O, 1) , let F(Zi

0

)

equal the va lue of the

standard normal cumulative distribu ti on at Zio' then:

(_z
Pr (z
Pr

1 / ~ =~r C''~ /0

F(C).

(lOa)

o/9 =0'r c-c/0

1-F(C)

(lOb)

The probabilities via C. are functions of thep.'s and suggest use of

'

'

maximum likel i hood estimati on of the}J 's.
1

If the samp le is ordered

such that the first R observations are tho se of establishment success
and the remaining S-R obse rvations are of establishment failure, then

the likelihood function of the sample is:
(lla)

with l oga rithmi c likelihood as:
L

(llb)

flu F(Ci) + fi = R+lln (1 -F(Cj))

Each term now is a function of the}J 's and the sta ndard normal
1
cumulative distribution:

J-x•xfJ

2

1
F(Ci) = 27(
_ 00 e -u
2

du.

( llc)

Setting the derivatives with respect to the J3's equal to zero gives the
nonlinear norma l equations necessa r y to determine the maXimum likelihood
estimates.
In the pr obit model, conditiona l expectation i s given as:
. ( 12)

whe n the estimated ·e xpectation, F(Ci)' is:

2i

=

F(X'XfJ ).

. ( 13)

F(Ci) has the same pr oper t ies as that of the cumulative normal distribution, and thus falls in the uni t interval.
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Having so lved f or the

J3' s,

the mod e l e xpressing

ei

a s a function

of the regres sor s and parame t e rs is written as:

~i

4
= f=l)Ji Xi,

(14 )

where:
A

ci

}Ji

the index following the pr obit model.
the es t imated parameter s .

x1

percent r emoval as tree competiti on .

x2

de pth of seed cover.

x3

seed ing rate per acre .

x4

Angs trom aridity ind ex for t he cri ti ca l period of
es tablishme nt .

Give n the ~i = F(X'X

j3),

the proba bilities of estab li s hment (lOa) a nd

(lOb ) ca n be f ound by the c umulative norma l distribu t ion .

The pr oba-

bi l ities found meas ure seed ling es tabli s hme nt in relative t erms , since

no s pe c ifi c measure (plants pe r s quare foot 1 pe rcent of tota l seed
which ge rminated , e t c. ) i s obtai nable in the data fr om the PinyonJuniper typ e .
Empirica l application s

In this sec tion the generalized mode l (14) is applied to three
range impr oveme nt are as.

Two of these area s are under the j urisdiction

of the Bureau of Land Management a nd t he o ther a rea inc lude s pr o j ec t s ,
some o f which a r e under the jurisdiction of the Bu r ea u of I ndian Affairs
at the Ft. Ap ache Indian Reservati on and othe r s under the juri sdic ti on
of the Forest Service in th e Sitgr e aves Nationa l For est.

The areas were

split i n t his manner because the weather patterns are differentiated a nd
the man ageme n t practice s a nd gras s s pecies a r e dif f e r ent be twee n the
areas.
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The first area analy ze d in c ludes the fou rth di s trict in Colorado
(Durango ) combined with the s ixth and ninth districts in Ut ah
(Mon tice ll o ) .
In t h is a r ea most o f the improvemen t pr o jec ts were aer i al seeded

and seeded at a r ate of 6-7 pounds, ma i n ly of Crested Wheatgrass.

For

this reason the depth o f cover and seeding rate va riab l es were excluded

s ince they are constant for all pract i ca l purposes .

Applicat i on of the

model to the Montice l lo - Durango data y i elds :

A
C = -1. 47 + 2 . 57X + . 009X - .01X ,
1
4
5

(15)

whe r e:

e

the index foll owing the pr ob it mode l .

x1

percen t removal of tree competitio n .

x4

Angstrom aridity index fo r the critical peri od of
es tab l ishme nt.

The Angs t rOm index measurement was taken for the period of time critica l

t o seedl in g es tablishment adjusted for the time of p l anting.

The ad j ust -

ment was based on the obse rvati on of l and managers r egarding this crit i ca l
moisture peri od and the time o f planting.

For example, it was mentioned,

in ta l king to most of the range managers of the th r ee areas, th at if the
p l anting t ime was i n middle to late Oc t ober , the seedi ng h ad f u ll
advantage of March - June moisture t h e fol l owing sprin g.

On the ot her

hand, if p lanti ng wa s comp leted i n May , t he seed ing on ly had t h e l ow
moistur e condi t ions of June and Ju l y t o dr aw from in eme rge nc e i n t he
Co l orado , Ut ah, and Nev ada areas .

I n t he areas of Ar i zona and New Mex ic o

th e c ritical mois tur e period is Au gu s t and Sep t ember for the grama grasse s
and l ove grasses.

Cr es t ed Wheatgrasses a r e not we ll ada p ted in these
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southern areas because they germinate in the spring and low mois tur e
condition s exist at that time.

In order to choose the critical period,

corr elations were run with seedling establishment on the AngstrOm
aridity index corresponding to Ma rch-June, June-July, August-September,

a nd September-October using Co lorado, Utah, and Nevada data.

The highest

partial correlation of .737 corre sponded to the March-June period.
Then for the New Mexico and Arizona data, using the same periods with

seedling establishment, the highest partial corre lation coefficient of
.694 corresponded with th e August-September period.

The empir ical

computation of the aridity index, using monthly mean temperatures and

total pr eci pitation data from Weather Bureau publications, (1954, 1955)
is:
I

P X 12

(16)

~,

where temperature is converted to degrees centigrade.

A program developed

for the IBM 1620 digital computer was used for the computations.

Details

o f this progr am are found in Appendix B.
Multicollinearity occurred between the compe tition removal variable

and the Angstrom aridity index.

This was expected in the Monticello-

Durango area since low tree r emova l pe rcentages were associated with l ow

indexes producing failures.
was included in the model.

Thus, for the area, the interaction term
Because of the multicollinearity, no inter-

pretati on of the affect of a single variab l e on the index following the
probit model can be made.

Thus the significance of the regression

coefficients is a test on the coe fficients jointly where the null
hypothesis is

fJ 0 J3 1 = )J4 = }35 = 0,

fol l owing the F- distribut i on.

The calculated F of 98 . 26, using 2 and 21 degrees of freedom, gave
evidence at the (X= .0 1 l evel that the regression coefficients were
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s ign ifica ntl y differe nt from zero.
.903 was obt ained for the model.

A coeffic ie nt of determination o f
More informa t ive is the computations

of the conditional pr obabili t ies according t o (lOa) and (lOb) as
tabu l a ted in Tabl e 1.

Table l.

Probit model index and associated probabilities o f seed ling
establishment for selec ted percent ages of tr ee removal a nd
Ang strom aridi t y i nd ex for the Mont ice ll o - Dura ngo area

Percentage
tree
remova l

38
40
50
56
50
63
65
70
77
89
80
80
99
99

Critical peri od
Angs trom
aridity index

52
50
21
30
71
28
72
163
131
88
282
235
190
197

Estima ted
pr obit
index

- .69
-. 20
-.08
.09
. 10
.26
.42
.74
. 75
. 82
.87
2.9 1
2.95
3.02

Condit ion a l
probability
.245 1
.4207
. 468 1
. 5359
.53 98
.6026
. 6628
. 7704
. 7734
. 7939
. 8078
. 9982
.9984
. 9995

Mean tr ee r emova l percentages of 74, 83, and 90 were obtained for

the s ingle chaining, dozing, and double chaining techniques respectively.
From Table l it is see n that the higher tree r emova l perce ntages are
generally associated with higher aridi ty ind exes indi cating better ma na gement practi ces with regards to planting time and prov iding a favorable
compet itive pos i tion for th e new seed ing.

The sec ond area analyzed is that of the fifth district in Nevada
a nd the fourth district in Utah a nd por ti ons of the sixth a nd ninth
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districts in Utah .

He reafter this area will be referred to as the

Ceda r City-Caliente area.

The estab lishment model was applied with all

variables except seed rate per acre v.rhich was considered a constant for

the area at 5-6 pounds.

The est imated establishment equat i on was

computed as:

~ =
where :
x
x

- . 186 + . 030X

eand xl are as

3
4

1

+ .703X

3

+ . 009X

4

( 17)

- .006X ,
5

in (14) and

depth of the seed cover .
Angstrom aridity index for the crit i ca l period of
esta bli shment, adjusted for time of planting.

As was the case in (15), multicollinearity enters the model.

In this

case the multicollinearity is between depth of seed cover and the aridity
index, which is expected in this 8rea s ince the practice o f drilling the

seed was ass ociated with pr oper time of the planting t o take full
advantage of sp ring moistur e conditions.

}3 3 = )34 = }3 5

The joint t est

}J0

=

}31

= 0 yielded a calcu lated F-value o f 188.46 using 2 and

21 degrees of freedom, which gives evid ence that the coefficients,
jointly , are signif i can tly different from zero at the

ex

= .01 .

However, a l ook at the coefficient of the tree removal variable alone
shows no significance.

The data for percentage tree remova l are grouped

around high values of 99 pe rcent, then 70 percent, and sti ll lower at
59-60 percent.

This is due to the management policy regarding the

technique to be used in tree removal.

for the model is .735.

The coefficie nt of determinati~n

Table 2 shows the conditiona l probabilities for

se l ected values of tree .removal perce nt , depth of cover , and aridity

ind ex computed from (16).
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From Table 2 it is shown that the values ind icat e cover to be an
important factor influen cing seedling establishment and is parti c ularly
critical when moisture condition s are relative ly low, i.e., an aridity

index below 100 .

Even at l ow tree removal percentages, the pr obabi lities

still maintain values greater than 0.50 if a reasonable aridity index
occurs and the seed is covered.

Table 2.

Probit model index and associated probabilities of seeding
establishment for selected percent ages of tree removal, depth
of seed cover, a nd Angstrom aridity index for the Cedar CityLas Vegas area

Percentage

Depth of

Critical
period
Angstrom

tree
removal

seed cover

(inches)

aridity index

28
40
99
95
59
19
75
99
99
60
99
80
90
70

0.00
.20
.20
0 . 00
0.00
.20
0.00
.75
1.00
0.00
.75

2
23
9
26
41
52
55
23
61
102
89
197
80
176

l. so

1.50
. 50

Estimated
pro bit
index

.16
.03
.OS
.08
.20
.23
.33
.4 7
.73
.75
.77
.89
.90
1.24

Conditional
pr obability
.4364
.5120
.5190
.53 19
. 5793
. 5910
.6293
.6808
.7673
. 7734
. 7794
.8133
.8159
.8925

The third area analyzed is the combined Sitgreaves National ForestFt. Apache Indian Reservation area.

This area has some projects which

were seeded t o Crested Wheatgrass, but most of the projects were seeded
to the lovegrasses and gramagr asses more adapted to the area.

Many of

the control projects were merely Pinyon-Juniper tree remova l project s to
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allow the native gramagrasses to recover t o a favorable competitive
position without seeding.

No significant cover of the seed was

accomp lished, and for the most part, the seed rate per acre is a

constant at 6-7 pound s.

The estima ted model for the area is:

"

C = -.982 + l.387X

"

1

+ .003X ,

( 18)

2

where:

C is the same as in (15) and (17) and

x1

per ce nt removed of tree competition.

x

Angstrom aridity index for the cri tical period of

4

establishment adjusted for pl ant ing time.
The coefficient of determination for the model is .809 , and the
joint test on the regressi on coefficients yielded a calculated F-value
of 35 .942 using 2 and 17 degrees of freedom.

A test was also made on the

individual regression coefficients, and the calcu lat ed F-values are 4.67,

i9.88, and 23.95 for the null hypothesis

/J 0 = 0, {3 1 = 0,

respectively, using l and 17 degrees of fr eedom .

a nd

fJ 2 = 0,

In all cases evidence

supported the al ternative hypothesis that the regression coefficients

are significantly different from zero at the

C:X=

.0 1 level.

The

conditional probabilities for selected values of tre e removal percentage
and aridity index are shmvn in Table 3.

Of the areas studied, the Monticel l o-Dura ngo a r ea yie l ded the
highest prob ab ility estimates but had the widest range of probabilities.
For the most part the seed was not covered, but success in removing

the Pinyon-Juniper trees was indicated by the data.

Favorable s pring

moisture conditions exist as indicated by the aridity index in Table 1.

The Sitgreaves-Ft. Apache area has favorable late summer-fall
moisture conditions .

The seeding failures in this area were mainly due

to planting cool season grasses requiring s pring moisture conditions
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which are l es s f avorabl e.

Th i s a rea was re l a ti vely s ucces sful in

removing the Pinyon-Jun i p er trees .

The Cedar Cit y -Ca lien t e a rea has l es s f avor able mo i s ture c onditi ons
during the emergence time wh ic h e xp l ai ns why seed cove r is important in
the improvement method a nd is not ind e pe nden t o f the aridity index.

This area yielded the l owest pr obabil i ty es t i ma t e s due primarily to
the fact that only a f ew of t he pro j ec t s had t he see d drilled to provide
cover .

Table 3.

Probit model ind ex a nd a s soc iat e d pr obabilities for selected
percentage of t re e remova l and Ang s trOm aridit y index for the
Sitgreaves Na ti ona l For es t -F t. Apach e a rea

Percentage
tree
removal

Critical pe riod
Angs t r om
aridit y ind e x

Es timat e d
pr o bit

Condit ion a l

ind e x

probability

45
60
55
55
55
95
99
95
85
·95
99
90
95
99

68
28
67
82
109
70
46
109
16 1
133
139
190
188
334

-. 15
- .06
- . 02
. 04
. 12
. 14
. 53
. 67
. 70
. 75
. 82
.85
.92
1.43

. 4404
.4761
. 4920
.5160
. 5478
.5557
. 7019
.7486
. 7580
. 7704
.7939
.8023
.82 12
.9236

WEATHER IN THE DECISION PROCESS
Theoretical process
Many th eo ries have been ndvanced regarding weather patterns, and
much has been done to calculate normal weath e r conditions for given
areas.

"Normal s" are valuable whe n taken int o consideration in

agricultural production decisions.

In the case of the Pinyon-Juniper

control decisio n, knowledge o f wea ther moveme nts from one state of
condition to another is a l so needed .

The costs of control and seeding

are incurred in one season (fall), and the grass germinates and emerges
in another season (spring).
It is generally conceded that spring moisture conditions are
determined by the winter precipitation patterns.

Thi s relationship,

however, does not help in the control decision since the removal of
Pinyon-Junjp er trees and planting must take place at an earlier time
than winter in Colorado, Utah, a nd Nevada.

Also in the Arizona and

New Mexico Pinyon-Juniper areas the late summer-early fall moisture
patterns are quite different than the spring-early summer patterns
because of the temperature patterns.

In these areas the so-called

"Monsoon " moves in from Southwest to Northwest, the degree of wh i ch
depends on the temperatur es.

As the moist air moves into the a r ea,

it is forced to rise by oreographica l life and condenses as the warm air
is cooled at higher elevations where the t empera tures are coo l e r .

The

tempe r a t ures in the plateau areas of New Mexico a nd Ar izona va r y f r om
year to year du r ing the lat e summer-early fall season quite i ndepe nde ntly
of the preceding season.
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It is hypothesized, therefore, that the most appropriate decision
tool is to obtain an estimate of the weather movement f r om a pa rticular
weather sta t e, i, in year t-1 to the same weather state, i, or differe nt
state , j, in year t.

Land managers can obtai n , in advance of control

decision, th e aridity index measure of the precipitation- t emperature
relationship and determine the weather conditions in year t-1 for a
particular season such as the months March-June or August-September.
From this movement scheme, a control decision can be made based on the
probabi lit y that state i moves to state i or j in a finite number of
moves.

The probability model
The hypothesis suggested from the theoretical consideration is
analogous to the basic assumption underlying a Markov chain .

Any

se quence of trials that can be subjected to probabi listi c ana l ysis is
called a stochastic process.

Thus for a stochastic process, it is

assumed that movements of objects from one state to another are governed
by a probabilistic mechanism .

The finite Markov process is a finite

stochastic process such that for a ny statement, q, whose value depends
only on the outcomes befor e the nth, the Markov property is expr essed
as:

Pr f!n

·IF

sJ

(19)

n- l

where:
a sequence of ou t come functions, n
S.

state i .

sj

sta t e j .

1

0, 1, 2 ....
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Assuming F

0

_

= Si and q are co nsistent and that the outcome of the

1

last experiment is known, th e n the nth step tra nsiti on probabilities,
denoted as Pij(n) are:
(20)

The transition matrix for a Markov chain is the matrix P whose elements
consist of P .. .
1]

Then given probabi l ity, P( o) j' that the process starts

in si, the initial pr obabi lit y vector

rro'

of the starting states, may be formu l ated.

representing the probabilities
This vector together with P

determines the chain process.
For th e present purp oses the observed moveme nt of the Angstr"cim
aridity inde x from state i of year t -1, to sta te j of year t, can best
be described as an ergodic chain consisting in its e ntir ety of a single
ergodic set.

An ergodic chain is a Markov chain such that it is

possible to go from any sta t e

Lo

at1y

other state with period 1 and a 11

sufficiently high powers o f P pos itive.

The transition probabilities

are estimated using the method derived by Anderson and Goodman (1957) as:
II

p ..

(21)

1]

where:
Pij

the probability of moving from state i to j.
the number of moves from state ito j.

lim Pn
The limiting matrix, A, is found by compu ting n-'Jo>OC

such that each row is the same probability vector, W.

=

A and is

The limiting vector,

W, indicates the long-run probabilities associated with Si.

The mean

rec urre nce time for any starting state will be the column vector 1/W ' .
The fundamental matrix, Z, is derived by:
Z = (I - P + A) -l .

(22)
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Si nce I - Z

A - PZ, the mean fi rst pass age ma trix, M, can be found as:

M

= (I - Z + ADZdg) D,

(23)

where :

D

= the reciproca l o f the diagonal of A.

zdg

= the diagonal of z.

For a given control technique a certain magnitude of the a ridity

index is necessary to es tima t e a favorable probability of seedling

estab li shme nt fr om the probit model (14).

Thus the initial states

producing the Markov chnin are defined by choosing a desired probability
of establishment , then each state is defined as the interval of aridity
index magnitude which gives that p r obabi li ty or greater given each
different control technique .

Applicati on of the mod e l:

Montice ll o- Durango

The estab l ishment mode l (15) for the Monticello-Du rango area

is

employed to decide the intervals o f aridity index magnitude, giving a

probabi l ity of 0.75 for seedli ng establishment.

Four tree removal

techniques are generally used i n the Pinyon-Juniper woodlands.

These

are single chaining, cab ling, bul l dozing, and doub l e chaining .

The mean

percent tree removal is 74 perce nt for single chaining.

The cab ling

technique is considered th e same as single chaini ng, with respect to

mean tree removal percent, in the areas of Colorado, Utah, and Nevada.

The mean tree removal perce nt is 83 percent for bulldozing a nd 90 percent
for doubl e chaining.

Also co nsidered is the worst experie nce for the

area with onl y 38 percent o f the trees removed.

Substituting thes e

va lue s into ( 15) and solving for the Angstrom aridity i ndex, wh ich
produces a . 75 pr obability or greater , defines three states for the
aridity i ndex, I, for the given techniques as:
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I:;:-203, for th e lowest tre e remova l experie nce.

110 ~I< 203, for the single chaining technique.
l3

~I<

110, for the bulldozing technique.

When the double chaining technique is us ed , the value of the aridity
index requir ed is negative .

The lowest March-Ju ne grouped aridity

index for the area was at zero; therefore, only three states are

defined.
Pre cipi t ation and temp eratu re data to compu te the AngstrOm aridity
index are taken for five weather stations in the area:

Cortez and

Northdale, Colorado; Blanding, La Sal, and Montice ll o , Utah .

A Markov

chain then was deve l oped for each using th e three initial states
previously described.

Then eac h of the transition matrices is computed

by the method of maximum like lihood.

A computer program, developed for

the IBM digital computer, is used to compute the limiting matrix from
the transition matrix.

Details o f this program are found in Appendix B .

The transition matrix , P, for Monticello is :

sl
p

52
53

sl

52

["'"'""

.2666667

53

'"'"]

4545455

. J6J6J64

.18 18181

2500000

.5000000

.2500000

(24)

The transiti on matrix indicates that relatively favorable moisture
conditions exist in the spring for seeding projects near Montice ll o,

Utah.
renee.

In fact an aridity ind ex o f 203 or greater is not a rare occur The probability of moving from an aridity index of 203 or great e r

in the spring of year t-1, to the same state in the spring o f yea r t, is

.60.

The probability of moving from state 3, the state requ ir ing the

lowest aridity index, to state l is .25.

There is a greater pr oba bility ,
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.45, of moving from st a t e 2 t o state l.

lf we a ther conditions are such

that the aridity index i s in state 3, ha lf of the time the index will be
in state 2 the next year.

From state 2 the aridity

stat e 1 the nex t year for nearly ha lf o f the time.

ind~x

will be in

This is not to infer

th at the ind ex moves from state 3 t o state 2 a nd then to state l in
that ord er .

The first ord e r Markov chain on ly infers the probability

of transition from i t o j wi thou t consideration of how the system
arrived in i .

The transition matrix f o r Northda le is computed as;

l""""
sl

sl
p

s2
S3

sz

s3

. 1764710

"""l

.22 22222

.3333333

.4444445

.57142 90

. 1428570

.285714

(25)

indicating f avor able March-June moisture cond i ti ons for projects near

this station .

A probabilit y of approximate l y . 71 of moving from an

aridity ind ex of 203 or gr ea t e r t o the s ame state is the highest for the

weat he r stati o ns o f the Montice ll o -Durango area.

There ex ists a n

approximate .57 probability of moving from an index between -13 and 109
to a n index of 203 or greater.
At Blanding the moi s ture conditions for March -June are considerably

less favorable.

The transition ma trix for Blanding is:
sl
51
p

s2
s3

52

53

.0000000

l""'""

'""'""']

2000000

. 2000000

.6000000

.1250000

. 2083333

.6666 667

(26)
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The highest tran s iti on probability is approxima tely .80 of being in
state 3 after having be e n in state

initiall y.

Low probabilities of

movement from both state 2 and state 3 to state 1 indicate a pattern of

low aridity indexes.
The Cortez transition matrix indicates a transition probability of
approximately .55 of recurrenc e in state 3 .

The transition matrix i s

computed as:

l"""'
51

51
p

52
53

52
. 5454540

53

"'""1

.4766666

.4166666

. 1666667

.3636364

.0 909090

.5454546

.

(27)

Moisture co nditi ons at La Sal are comparable to those of Cortez as
indicated by the transiti on matrix:
51

53

52

["'""
.625000

. 12 5000

.250000

53

.4166667

. 0833333

.5 000000

51
p

52
.3846150

.Bonoo

l
'

(28)

with the exception of the even distribution of probabi lities of moving
from state l to state 2 and the favorable probability of moving to state
given aft er the initial state 2 has occu rr ed.

As the projects move from

the Monticello and Northdal e vicinity north to the more desert-like
La Sal vicinity and south and southeast to Blanding and Cortez, tree
r emoval becomes more important because the odds for favorable spring
moisture conditions are less .
The asymp t otic behavior of the Markov chains indicates compli ance
with the assumptions that the system of arid it y i ndex moveme nt is a first
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order Markov chain.

The limit i ng matrix, A, fo r the Monticello weathe r

station , computed by

0 ....., 00

lim Pn
,

is :

52

51
53
A

52
51

[""""

. 339 1136

53

'"'"" j

. 4913298

. 33 91136

. 1695565

.4913298

. 3391136

.1695565

with limitin g vector, W = [. 491 3298, . 339 1136, . 1695565 ) .
transition matrix (24) t o su cce ssive powers up to P

10

(29)

'

Raising the

a nd comparing with

the limiting matrix, A, indicates relatively fast converge nce as:

52

st
51
PlO

s2
53

["""'

. 3391134

. 4913296

. 3391135

.4913294

. 3391137

·""'"l
53

. 1695564

.

(30)

.1695565

The limiting vecto r , W, r evea l s the l ong-run probabi lit y of e ach state
occ urring.

These probabili t i es a r e a pproximate l y .49 , .34 , and .17 f or

state 1, state 2, and state 3 r e spective l y.

The probability of an

aridity index of 203 or greater occurrin g is nea rly one - ha lf .
The limiting matr i x for Northdal e also has the asympto tic properties ,

complying wit h the fir st o rder assump ti ons.

sl
51
A

52
53

[""''"

52

The l imiting matrix is:

""'"l
53

.2005244

.5792920

.20052 44

. 220 1835

. 5792920

.2005244

. 2201835

with limiting vector, W = [ .5792 920, . 20052 44 , .220 1835 ) .
the transition matrix, P, rais e d to P

10

as:

'

(3 1)

Compa ris on of
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sl
sl
plO

s2
S3

with

~~obn

l""'"

s2

53

""'" j

.2005242

. 5792919

. 2005243

. 2201833

. 5792918

.2005242

.2201835

(28) indicat es r apid convergence.

'

(32)

The long-run probabilities

o f each state are approximately .58, .20, and .22 for states 1, 2, and
3 r espectively.

Of the five stations studied i n the Monticello-Durango

area, Northdale has the highest long-run probability for state l.
The Blanding weather situation as described by the Markov scheme is
opposite that of either Monticello or Northdale.
sl

."'"'l

s2

s3

s2

["""
. 149343

. 175698

.674685

SJ

. 149343

.175698

.674685

sl
A

The limiting matrix is :

.175698

. (33)

with, W = [ . 149343, .175698, .674685 } , indicating a .67 probability of
obta ining an aridity index between -13 and 110.

The asymptotic behavior

of the transition matrix (26) indicates converge nce at a higher power,

P
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, which is compa rabl e to the limiting matrix (33) as:
sl

s2

s2

[ ""'"

.1757465

.1493849

.1757466

.6748683

s3

.1493847

.1757468

.6748684

sl
pl5

The limiting matrix for La Sal is:

SJ

"'""l

(34)

31

51
51
A

52
53

['""'"

52
.2283733

"'"" j
53

.4498269

.22 83733

.3 217997

.4498269

.2283733

.3217997

,

(3 5 )

and t he limiti ng vector , W = [ . 4498269, .2293733, .32 17997} , indicating
simi l a r probabilities to those of Montice ll o.

Cort ez has even a

distr ibuti on of long-run pr obabilities between the three sta t es as

revea l ed by the limiting matrix:
51
51
A

52
53

[""'"

52
.352 9409

53

""'"]

.3235294

. 3529409

.3235296

.3525294

.3529409

.3529409

(36)

a nd limiting vector, W = [ .3235294, .::>52\1409, .3235~96 ].
The mean f ir st passage time, an important tool to determine the
timing for seedi ng pr o j ec ts to be initiated, is next computed from the
tr ans ition matrix, fundamental ma trix , and the limiting matrix.

The

fundamental matrix has important use in computation of the mean first
passage time, as well as other uses which will be seen later.

The

fundamenta l matrix, Z, is derived by Z = (I - P - A) - l from (22) and is

l

s hown only for the Monti ce llo weather sta t ion at this point as:
51
51

z

52
53

['"""'

52
. 0920116

53
- . 0<00000

. 0920116

1.0298757

- . 0155732

- .3065058

- . 2043355

1. 1008981

.

(37)
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Z has similar properties as that of P, the tr ansition matrix, but does
not necessarily have all non-negative e ntries .

The fundamental matrix (37) is employed in the derivation of the

51

"· r,,,

52

52

2.0352927

2.9489643

53

2. 6352927

3.6345213

mean first passage matrix, M, for Monticel l o as:

M

2.7656340

where the main diagonal i s the same as D

for each state.

53

~

1
W•'

. '""'"j
6.5846564

(38)

5. 8977391

the mean recurrence time

The recurrence of states 1 and 2, implying an a ridity

index above 110, is frequent giving cor r oborative evidence of the

favorable spring moisture patterns of this vicinity.

Als o th e mean

first passage time for either states 1 or 2 is relatively frequent.
Thus if a particular year were marked by failure in terms of the
aridity index, the mean time to pass for the first time from state 3 t o
state 1 is approximate l y two and one-half years.

For Northda le the pattern is simi l ar to that of Monticello, for the
recurrence time of state l.

The mean first passage time matrix:

51

s2

f'.""'"
4.0467813

4. 9869242

3.4863684

53

1. 9941340

6.0061238

4.5416663

sl
M

53

s2
5. 7728724

'·'"""J

(39)

indicates less frequent pas sage of time from state 2 to state l and more
frequent entry from state 2 to state 3.

However, regardless of the

initial entrance of the aridity index in state 3, a frequent move from

state 3 to 1 is indicated by (39).
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Blanding, as previ ously indicated by (26) and (33), has moisture
patterns opposite of Monticello and Northdale.

Planning the time of

Pinyon-Juniper control and seeding becomes crucia l in this vicinity as
indicated by the mean first passage matrix:

sl
sl
M

s2
s3

s2
4.8508630

l'·"'"""
7.4699041

5.6915840

7.2766110

5.6959386

s3

"'"""]
1. 6512640

(40)

1.4821730

where the mean recurrence time of state 1 is app roximately seven years

as opposed to one and one-half years for state 3.

The mean first

passage time matrices:

sl
H

52
53

sl

s2

['·""m

3.454.5531

S3

3 . 5454590

4.3787955

'·"""' j

2.2999991

4.8787957

3. 107 5230

t• .

1612840

(4 1)

and,

sl
M

52
53

sl

52

['·"""'

2.6666707

s3

3. 2968423

2.8333355

'·""'" J

4.1513525

4.9221931

3. 0909072

4.2970070

for the La Sal and Cortez stations respectively.
Monticell~

(42)

La Sal is similar to

and Cortez shows approximate l y equal mean first passage times

for the movement i t o j.

Three years may seem to be a relatively frequent passage time from
state 3 to state 1 .

However, in terms of moisture demanded by the

seedling emergence process, three years of unfavorabl e moisture
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conditions insures failure, as the young s eedlings cannot survive that

l ong before they become desiccated.
The fundamental matrix is also of importance in deriving the
limiting variance for the number of times in a state in the first n

steps.

Also an important use is made of the Ce ntral Limits Theorem for

Markov chains, the pro of of which can be f ound in Feller (1957, pp. 2 71In essence the Theorem states that for an ergodic chain, l et y(n) .

272).

J

be the number of times in state sj in the fir st n steps , and l et W •
and V

=

[v.J ] be

#:

0, f or any numbers r < S:

2-u

e

~

oo for any starting state.

Y(n). - nW.

~

J

J

respectively th e steady state vector and limiting

variance vector, then if Vj

as n

[w.]

2

(43)

dx,

The Theorem says that for large n ,

would have approximately a norma l distribution.

The

nV.

J
limiting variance is derived by:
vj = [wj(2Zjj - 1 - wj)}

,

(44)

where the Zjj are the main diagonal elements of the fundamental matrix and
Vj, Wj are as defined previou s ly.
The limiting variance vectors for the Monticello, Northdale, Blanding,
La Sal, and Cortez weather stations respectively are:

and,

v

[.384 , .244, .175 ] ,

(45)

v

[.4 13, .107'

.195) '

(46)

v

[.146' .1 59,

.259) ,

(4 7)

v

[. 182, .207, . 37 5] ,

(48)
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v = (. 147 ,

.308, .452 ] .

(49)

Thus, for examp l e, using the Monticello limiting varia nce vector, the

Ce ntr a l Limit Theorem says that
a norma l distribution .

Y(n) 1 - nWJ

~

wou ld , fo r l arge n, have

The est imated numb er of years in 100 yea rs

having an aridity index of 203 or great e r would be unlikely to deviat e
from .38 by more than ll (probably about .077).

Though the limiting

var i ance is rel at ively l arge , it can be said that approxima t e l y one -

third of the time the spring aridit y ind ex will have a value o f 203 or
greater .

Applic ation of the model:

Cedar Ci t y- Caliente

Th e estab li s hment mode l (17) fo r thi s a r ea intr oduc es two polic y
va riabl es to be take n care of in the decision mode l.

The dep th of seed

cover, the additiona l policy variable, is set a t two va l ues:
fo r dri ll ing the seed and zero for no cover.

88 inches

Thi s defines two sys t ems

in t e r ms o f the aridity ind ex r equ ired t o generate a . 75 or greate r
probabilit y of establishment given the techniques of tree remova l.
The sta tes are again defined for the worst tree remova l expe rience,
s ingle chaining, bulld ozing, and double cha ining .

The mean success in

tree r emova l for these techniques are resp ec tively , 19 percent , 74 pe r-

cent, 83 percent, and 90 perce nt .
de pth of seed cover a t ze r o .

The first system is derived by holding

Substituting t he values for tree removal

a nd seed cover int o (1 7) and so lving f or the va lue of the a ridity index,
I, requir ed t o generate .75 probab ili ty or greater, the states are
defined as:
1:_::96, for t he worst tre e removal experienc e .

94 -::;: 1< 96 , for single chai ning .
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90-:'0 I< 94, f or bulldozing and do uble chaining.
I< 90.
States 3 and 4 vary from th e previous definitions of the initial states.

There is little differentia ti on of the aridit y index magnitude required
by either substituting 83 percent or 94 percent in ( 17) .

Hence the

bu ll dozing and double chaining techniques are combi ned in state 3 .
Sta te 4 allows a measure of the probability o f oc currence of an index

less than 90, since the data does have values in this range.
Precipitation and temperature data to compute the aridity index are

used f or four weather stations:
and Pioche, Nevada.

Modena and Wah Wah Ranch, Utah; Calient e

Using the method of maximum likelihood, the transi-

tion matrices for the Modena, Wah Wah, Caliente, and Pioche wea ther
stations are respectively :

s2

s3

.0000000

.0588230

1.0000000

. 0000000

.0000000

s3

1.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

s4

.5000000

. 2000000

.0000000

s1

sl
p

s2

[ ""'"
sl

51
p

[

s2

s3

. 0000000

. 0000000

>000000

s4

·'"""I
.0000000

(50)

.0000000

.3000000

s4

l

>000000

52

1.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

53

1.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

54

. 5000002

. 1666666

.1666666

.1666666

(51)
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51

52

53

.0000000

.0000000

.5000000

. 5000000

. 0000000

.0000000

s3

1 .0000000

. 0000000

.0000000

.0000000

s4

.4285710

.0000000

. 142858 0

. 4285 710

sl

52

s3

.0000000

. 0909090

1.0000000

"'""

. 0000000

. 0000000

. 0000000

s3

. 5000000

. 5000000

.0000000

.0000000

s4

.5000000

.0000000

. 0000000

. 5000000 J

sl
p

s2

['"""

a nd,

sl
p

s2

[

54

m""]

(52)

,,,,I
s4

(53)

The Pioche (53) and Mode na (50 ) tr ansi ti on matric es reveal high
probabilities of mov in g fr om the i nitia l state l to stat e 1 in the next

move.

Because o f the small diffe ren ce in the va lues of th e aridity

index be twee n s t a tes 1, 2, and 3, the important infe r e nce from all the
transition mat ri ces is the probabi l ities of movement fr om sta te 4 t o
state l.

This movement i s fr om a l ow aridity index, given a successful

tree remova l, to a high index, given that little success in t ree removal

is realiz ed.

the seed.

In both cases it is assumed th a t no thing is done to cover

The Wah Wah matr ix ( 51) reveals a probability of . 50 for

moving from s t ate 4 to state l, with the l owes t probabilit y of recurrence
of state 4 .

Pi oche, the station having the highes t pr obability of

recurrence o f sta t e 1, ha s 50 percent chance of moving t o s t a te l from

sta t e 4 and the same pr obabi l i t y of re curr e nce of state 3.

Conf i dence

cannot be placed in the probabi lities of movement from state 2 and 3 in
any of the matrices because of the la ck o f real differentiation between
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states in terms of the aridity index.

The limiting matric es for Modena, Wah Wah, Caliente, a nd Pioche are

respectively:
$4

sl

s2

s3

sl

. 6397850

.0537634

.0376340

s2

.6397850

.0537634

.0376340

.2688174

$3

.6397850

. 0537634

.0376340

.7688174

$4

.6397850

. 0537634

0037634 0

.7688174

sl

$2

S3

$4

.0555553

.0555553

.5555561

I"'""

. 0555553

.0555553

. 3333333

.5555561

.0555553

.0555553

.3333333

. 5555561

00555553

.0555553

.3333333

sl

$2

s3

$4

.0000000

.0666670

.4666665

.0000000

.0666670

.4666664

.4666665

.0000000

.6666670

.4666664

.4666665

.0000000

.6666670

.4666664

$4

A

sl
$2
A=

s3
s4

sl
$2
A=

S3
$4

I""'"

"""']
,

,,,I

(54)

(55)

46666~1
,

(56)

a nd,

$2

$3

.0344827

. 0689654

.7586209

.0344827

.0689654

013 79309

. 7586209

.0344827

.0689654

01379309

.7586209

.0344827

.0689654

.1379309

sl
sl
$2
A

S3
$4

I"'"'"

"""']

The r ow vector, W, which is any row of the limiting matrix, A, has as
entries the long- r un pr obabilities for each state.

The limiting

(57)
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matrix (57) indicates more favorab l e sprin g moist ure conditions for the

Pioche vicinity than the oth r weathe r stati on s.

Also the lowest

probability of sta t e 4 occurring is r evea l ed by the Pi oche matrix.
transition matrix converged at P

15

, which is comparable t o

lim

n ~ oo

Each

pn

The mean first passa ge times for Nodena, Wah Wah, and Pioche are

respective ly:

I

s2

s3

17.5549016

21 .8524445

l ::::::::

18.6001410

26.5562231

3 .6349798 ]
4. 6409577

. 9965 55 1

18 .5 738327

26.5717170

4.6446974

1.7266861

13. 4387871

28.5865360

3. 7199972

s2

s3

18 . 947 4362

18 . 9474344

18.0000828

18 .0000846

8.5263075 1
8.5263075

l3. 2603006

18 . 0000 846

18.0000838

l. 42 10662

20.084 1521

12 . 3158727

12.3158709

3.0000003

: I: : : : :

s2

s3

s4

26.952 0832

11.9247463

29.0000493

14. 1929373

16.196596 1

2. 96850 76

16 .084 1088

14. 5000246

15 . 3483047

s

.9405156

23 .3 508542

9.8693895

7.2500070

~

M ::
s

3

s

4

sl

M

:: [:::::::::
s
s

and,

3
4

s

3

4

'

(58)

(59)

sl

M

s4

19. 7823234 ]
(60)

Since no l ong-run prob abilit y is defined for state 2 in (52), the
Ca l ient e matrix of mean f i rst passage times reduces t o the mean recurrenee, time for sta tes 1 and 4 and th e mean first pass age times, from

state 4 t o state 1 and state

to state 4.

These are r es pe c tively:

40
2.1428579, 2.1428583, 2.6522463, and 2.320 70 18 .
The limiting variance vectors for Modena, Wah Wah, and Pioche are

respectively:

v

[. 219, . 040, .036, 1. 091) ,

(61)

v

[12 . 820, .032 , .052, 1.331],

(62)

and,

v = [ 12 . 820, .030, .044, . 578 ].

(63)

The limiting variance for states l and 4 f or Ca liente are .684 a nd .326
respectively.

No limiting variance is derived from the other two states

since w
is not defined in (56).
22

Frequent passage time from state 4 to

state

is indicated by (58) a nd (60).

The mean recurrence time for

sta te

in (59) is frequent, but from any other state a l apse of time

as high as 13, 14, or 20 ye ars is required before entry into St3te.
BecausE of the sma ll differ e ntiation between states, the Calien te data
does not coincid e with the Markov scheme when the asymptotic properties
are considered .

The introduction of the seed cover variable prescribes a different
Markov chain, and new initial states are defined.

As is expected when

seed cover is substituted int o the establishment model (17), a l ower
value for an aridity index is required to genera te a .75 probability of
establishment.
In fact the value of the aridity index required, if onl y 19 percent
tree removal is realized and the seed is covered at .88 inches, is 65 or

greater.

In the previous scheme the value had to be 96 or greater for a

l9.per cent tr ee removal.

A seed cover of .88 inches in depth is used,

s ince this value is the mean for the seed dri lling technique of the
Cedar City - Caliente area.

The new states are defined in terms of the
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a ridity index, I, f or the given tree removal techniques a t the seed

cover l eve l of .88 inche s as:
l.

sl

I :::: 65, f or th e worst experience with tr ee remo va 1 .

2.

s2

60 ~ I<

3.

s3

I< 60, f or doub le chaining.

65, for bu lldozing a nd sing l e cha ining.

Aga in, small differentiation between states is present, and t he on l y
real infe r ence that can be made is the pr obabi l ity of movement from the
thi r d state t o the first s t ate.
The transition matri ces for Modena, Wah Wah, Caliente, and Pioche,
using the new initial states, are resp ective l y:

s1

.0370370

s2

1 .0000000

.0000000

. 0000000

s3

.8 750000

.1250000

.0000000

.

'

(64)

'

(65)

52

53

,, [ ."'0000

.1250000

s

1 . ooooooo

.0000000

·'""00]
. 0000000 '

(66)

.4000000

.0000000

. 6000000

s1

p

s3

moooo]

. 6250000

.12 50000

52

[ 5000000

.00000 00

.5000000

53

1 .0000000

.0000000

. 0000000

2

53
and ,

s2

sl

sl

p

"""'l
s3

[""""

s1
p

s2
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l"'"'"
sl

sl
p

52
53

52
. l 250000

53

'""'"j

.6666667

. 333 3333

. 0000000

.5000000

.0000000

. 5000000

(67)

Generally these t r ansition ma trices indicate higher probabilities of
moving from the lowest state in terms o f the aridi t y index to the

highest state on the next st e p th a n do (50), (5 1), (52), and (53).

In

(64) a nd (65) and proba bili ty o f r ecurrence o f the lowest state is
reduced to zero but is incr eased in (66).

Since spring moisture

c onditions are considerably mor e favo r able in the vicinity of Pioche

c ompared to the other stati on, the a ffe c t of cover on the probabilities
generated is less.

Only the transition matrices are presented since

the asymptotic propertie s f o ll ow pr oportional to the changes in the
transition matrices indu c ed by th e intr oduction of seed cover.

App l icati on of the model:

Sitgr e ave s -Ft. Apache

In the Sitgre aves Na ti ona l Fo r est -Ft. Ap ache Indian Reservation a rea

the onl y po licy variable o f signi f i ca nce in the establishment mode l i s
tre e r emoval .

The aridit y index use d in the model is the grouped index

for August - September.

Substituting the various values for percent tree

removal in (18) and solving f or the aridity index, I, generating a .75
probability of establishment, the foll owing states a r e defined:
I~

346, for the worst tree removal experience of 45 percent.

263-:: I= 346, f or the ca bling technique at a mean percent
of 63.
212 :::; I=263, f or the single chaining technique at a mean
percent of 74 .
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170-:: I< 212, for the bulldozing technique at a mean
percent of 83.
137-::; I< 170, for the double chaining technique at a
mean perc e nt of 90 .
I< 137, which covers the remaining computed aridity
indexes .
Precipitation and temperature data from Cibecue, Pinedale, and
Show Low, Ariz ona are used to compute the aridity indexes.

The transi-

tion matrices using the indexes for Cibecue, Pinedale, and Show Low are

respectively:

s
s
p

s
s

s
p

s
s

2
3
4
5

3
4
5

s2

s3

s4

s5

.0000000

.0000000

. 3650000

. 1250000

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.3333333

.3333333

.ooooooo

.1666667

.3333333

.1666667

.ooooooo

. ooooooo

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

. 3333333 . . 666666

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.25ooooo

.ooooooo

.25ooooo

.357 1420

.0000000

.07 14280

.2142850

.0000000

.333333

.285715

sl

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

.2000000

.2000000

.2000000

.0000000

.2000000

.200000

.2500000

.0000000

.0000000

. 2500000

.2500000

.250000

.2oooooo

. 2oooooo

.2oooooo

. ooooooo

. 2oooooo

.2ooooo

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.ooooooo

.25ooooo

.25ooooo

.5ooooo

.ooooooo

.25ooooo

.25ooooo

.25ooooo

.25ooooo

.oooooo

s6 .6oooooo .2oooooo .2000000 .ooooooo .ooooooo .oooooo
and,
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p

sl

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

sl

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

. 5000000

. 5000000

.0000000

s2

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000 1.0000000

s3

.5000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.5000000

s4

. 0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000

.0000000 1.0000000

s5

. lllllll

. 0000000

. lllllll

.llll lll

.lllllll

.5555556

s6

.0000000

.lllllll

. lllllll

.2222222

.4444445

. lllllll

.0000000
.(70)

The Cibecue matrix (68) indicates approximately .38 probability of
recurrence of state l.

The Pinedale matrix indicates a .60 probability

of moving from an index of below 137 to one of over 346.
(70) indicate no probabilit y of recurrence of state l .

Both (69) and
The high ind ex

of 346 is rarely obtainable except in Pinedale, indicating that a 45
percent tree removal i s a sure gamble with establishment failure.

Actually, the higher probabilities generally occur in the movements from
states 4 a nd 5 to state 6, indicating the most frequent aridity index of
some va l ue l ess than 170.

This suggests that the bul l dozing and double

chaining techniques should be the tree removal techniques used if the
seed is not covered.

A further l ook at the asymptotic properties of this particu l ar
Markov scheme reveals the same outlook for projects in the vic inity of
the three weather stations.

The limiting vectors, w, taken from a row of

the limiting matrix, A, reveal the long-run probabilities of each state
fo r Cibecue, Pinedale, and Show Low as:

w

[ .2833934, .0136 785, .0820712, .1067980, .1007773 , .41328 13]'

(71)

w

[. 17 53020'

. 148032 7' . 148032 7' . 1589404' . 1885469' . 1811453],

( 72)

w = [ .0523077, .0461537, .0753845, .1476922, .2630771, .4153846] .

(73)

and,

45
In (72) the probabilities are somewha t evenly distributed among the
sta t es.

Stat e 6 i n (71) and (73) has the greates t pr obability o f

occurring .

Sta t e 1 has l ow probabi l ity for a ll vec t or s.

The mea n first passage times matrices indica te less frequent mean
recurr e nc e times and passage times f or these Arizona weather stat i ons

than is indi ca ted for the Color ado, Utah, a nd Arizona stations
previous ly discussed .

The mean first passage times matrices for Cibe c ue,

P inedale, a nd Show Low are respect i ve l y:

s1
s
s
s
M

s
s
s

1
2
3
4
5
6

3.5286636 64.3736593

s
M

s
s
s
and ,

3
4
5
6

4.8299964

s4

s5

s6

.09 16449 10.0778836 2.8580448
8.3045775 2.237001

13.3975753 73.3314178 12.1845422 7.2055806 10.2130 787 1 .6653427
,(74)
16.0769993 72.5543662 12.9994 102 9.3534712

9 .3 42 3419 1.2309049

14 .29 11927 73.0733179

9.9228695 1. 520531

10.42540~7

9 . 4854548

23.6666769 70.6409986 10.2313126 5.3337347 11 . 8365693 2.419659

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

5.5578963

6.9868360 6.4584000

5 . 7933887 4.5 161369

4.5749973

6 .7552642

8. 1816578 6.0000698

5.59504 12 4.26076 1

9 . 0500073

5.3263237

6.7552642 7 . 7500201

5 . 7851239 4.793008

5 .28611 25

6 .7157999

8. 144 7437 6.2916665

5 . 8347105 3.13 17135

5.0124139

5 . 3473697

3.398678 1 5.9 167360

5.3037201 5.395 1694

2.8444507

5.4000062

6.8289479 7.6250267

6.7520658 5.5204302

5.70444 14
2

s3

7.0620372 73.107431 3 L4. 13257 76 7.9450692

s1

s

s2

,(7 5)
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s2

sl

sl 19 . 1176442 27.4540790

s3

s4

2 . 0499042 9 . 1600009

ss

s6

4.9453072 4.0204556

s2 51.0451366 21.666 7352 14 . 0002427 5 . 6338188

4 . 5559199

. 1227371

S3 19 . 1179826 19.9333141 l3 . 2653264 5 . 9151200

3.3333232 1.9285635

s4 19.1183018 15.8636468

. 3032878 6. 7708382

3. 7394 733 3.5505865

s5 19.1182063 21.1527492

. 3803 155 5 . 9686692

3.8011670 3.5505865

s6 19.1182407 19 . 0213547

. 544 7804 5 .6605853

2 . 8892746 2.4074074

.(76)

M

The Cibecue matrix (74) shows a rel a tively frequent mean recurrence time
for s t ate 1, but more frequent occurrence takes place at an aridity ind ex

va l ue be l ow 137.

The Pinedale matrix (35) has a relatively even time

interval for recurrenc e and pa ssage from i to j, but the most frequent

passage is stil l app roximately three years.

The limiting variances for

Cibecue, Pinedale, and Show Low are respectively:

v

[3.248, . 012, .058, .031, .116, .095)'

(77)

v

[.111, .116 , .147, .152, .003, . 091 ] '

(78)

v ~ [ . 003, .037 , .320, . 089, . 129, .078 ] '

(79)

and,

The limiting variances indic a t e that small confidence intervals about
the mean number of years in n y e ars that the system will be in each .

state.

This is desirable for prediction and decision making.

FORAGE YI ELD RESPONSE
Theore tical conside r ations

The grass plant, once i t has been e stablished as an independent
orga n ism, enters upon a st age of vegetative proliferation .

Thi s stage

continues until the plant forms the r eproductive organs and flowers.
This i s the l ongest growth pe r iod of the plant.

What h appens t o the

range grass p l ant in this vegetative s tat e is of ut most importance to
s t ockme n and range land mana gers.
As in seedling establishment, pho t osynthes is is the imp ortant
gr ow th act ivity.

The rate of photosynthesis , as previously discussed,

is influenced by temperatur e , whi l e water provides the nutrien ts
nec essary t o m.8intain g1·owth i[ photosynt h es is it:. active.

~Vater

also

acts as th e cooling agent at the same time transporting the nutrients

from soil to ce ll .

Excessively high temperatures mea n a high r a t e o f

" evapo transpiration" which in turn mea n s death to the gr a s s pl a nt.
t empe r atur es mean gr owth suspension.
adaptability.

Low

This assumes a give n plant

It is reas onab l e to assume th a t even in the pres e nce

of adequate mo isture growth as a fun c tion o f temperature is initially
subject t o positive, but decreas ing, margi nal products.

It i s also

re aso nable to assume that as th e plant obtains greater levels of growth,
more of the input mix (nutrie nts) is needed to maintain the same rate o f
growth.

More of the input mix is now r e quired for maintenance of the

present l eve l of vegetative proliferation.
I mportant also is the ut i li za tion o f vegeta tive portions of the
grass plant by range animals.

The region of the ph otosyntheti c activity
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is located in t he leaves.

When the animals eat the leaves down to the

crown, photosyn thesis, and thereby the rate at which food is produced,
is impaired.

It is assumed, therefore, that as the stocking rate is

increased for a fixed grazing a rea, grass production decreases.

Deve l opme n t of the variab l es
The theoretical consideration of the response of range grass to
temperature, water, and forage utilization suggests the need for measurement of these va r iab l es .
been discussed .

Water and temperature measureme n t has already

However, since only cross-sectiona l data for range

grass production is available, the combination of precipitation and
temperature into an index takes on a new form.
normal temperatures a nd precipitation are used.

For prediction purposes
These normals are then

combined in the Angstrom aridity index (16) and grouped for the critical
moisture period corresponding t o the various areas of the study.
Forage utilization is measured by the percent of the average production per acre utilized at given average stocking rates.

The stocking

rate, usually in terms of acres per animal unit month, is converted to
animal unit months per acre then multiplied by an animal unit month
forage requirement (1000 pounds) to give the amount of forage utilized.
This is then converted to a percentage,
Since all of the seeding projects had unequa l establishment, there
is need for a measu r ement of the affect of seedlin g establishme n t on
subsequent growth.

I t is assumed that the probability generated by the

establishment model provides a measure of attained leve l of growth from
the emergence process.

The associated establishment pr obab i lity es t imates

are used as independent variables .
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The dependent variable, grass productio n, is measured in terms of

increased a ir-dr y forage production per ac r e due to range improvement .

All things equal, good establishment probabilities should be linked t o
relatively high production .

But measured figures in vigorous grass

stands cou l d be low becaus e a l arge percentage of individual sites might
be covered with downed tre e slash from the control process.

Therefore,

the forage estimates are adjusted f or s lash percentages.

The generalized model
To test the theory that grass yield is a function of forage utilization, seedling establishment, and weather affects, a linear model is
employed using cross-sectional data.

The model is expressed as:

(80)
where:

Q
)Ji
x1

gross yield in pounds per acre (dry-weight).
regression coefficients .
average pattern of utilization from time of establishme nt

to 1965 (expressed in percent of forage utilized).

x2

probability of seedli ng establ ishment as estimated from
the probit model .

x

3

AngstrOm aridity index using normal precipitation and
temperatures .

f = disturbance term.
The model, as expressed, es timates the response of forage yie l d t o

two variables capable of policy co ntrol and the uncontrolled variable,
weather.

Ma nagers can, by manipulation of the policy va riables , tip the

balance of nature in favor of grass pr oduc tion within the limits of
given expected weather conditions.
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Empirical application of the model
The model is applied to data from the Monticel lo-Durango, Cedar City Caliente, and Sitgreaves-Ft . Apache areas previously studied in the case
of establishment and weather movement.

The production data are for the

1965 growing season for all of the a re as .
App l ication of the model to the Monticello-Durango area yields the
estimated respons e equation:

" = 528.762 +

Y

450.288X

2

+ 6 . 289X ,
3

(81)

where:

estimated probability of establishme nt March-June.
AngstrOm aridity index using normal precipitation and
temperatures.

Utiliz ation, (X ), for the Montice ll o-Dura ngo data is not significant.
1
The Monticello Bureau of Land .Management office has cut the stocking

rate on seedings of low productivity,and the Durango office stocks their
seedings at the same rat e.

The refore, no cross-sectional variation

in utilization data is present.

The estimated equation is such that

production is zero when the estimated probability o f establishment falls
below .50 and the aridity index, computed from normals, is approximately

47.

If the estimated probability is greater than .50, and if production

is zero, the aridity index is less than 47.

The coefficient of determination fo r (81) is .557, and the partial
correlation coefficients of increased production with the estimated

probability of establishment a nd again with the aridity index are
respectively .590 and .714.

The t est of the regression coefficients

jointly, using the F-distribu tion, yields a calculated F - value of 8.794.
This gives evidence that the regression coefficients jointly are
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significantly different f r om zero at the
degrees of freed om.
gives evidence that
()( =

. 10 level, and

ex

= .0 1 level using 2 and 21

A test of the regression coeff icients separab l y

)32

is significa ntl y different from zero at the

fJ 3 significantly differ e nt

from zero at the

ex= .0 1

leve l, in bo t h cases using 1 a nd 21 degr ees of f reedom.
The Cedar City - Caliente a r ea has variation in the utilization data
since three Bure au o f Land Management off ices have charge of the seeding

projects a nd va r y the st ocking r a tes.

Th e estima ted response equation

fo r t his area is:

~ = - 1157.036- 305.818X 1 + 2357 . 020X 2 + 2.7 1SX 3 ,

(82 )

where:

xl

perce n t forage utilized.

x

es tima t ed pr obabi lity of es tablishmen t .

2

x3

March-June AngstrOm aridit y ind ex us ing normal
precipitation and temperatures .

The c oef fi c i e nt of determination for the model i s .713 a nd the partial
corre l ation coef ficients of increased fo rage yield wi th fo r age u t i l iza tion, estimated es tablishme nt probability, and the aridit y i ndex a r e

-.396, . 780 , and .530 resp ective l y.

A joint test on the regres s ion

coefficie n ts, using 3 and 20 degrees of freed om, y i e l ds a calcu l a t ed
F- va l ue of 16 . 525.

The model is sign i f i cant at the ()(

= .01 leve l.

test on the individua l regr ess i on coefficients indicates

significa n t l y different fr om zero a t the
at t h e

ex = .0 1

leve l, a nd

ex=

.10 leve l ,

!33aga in significant a t

the

{3 1

A

to be

!32significa n t
ex = . 10

l eve l.

Aga in t he estima t ed equation i s such t hat produc t ion i s ze r o if x
is held cons t an t a t .49 or a value below .49, a nd either x

1

or x

2

is

he l d constan t while t he other is a ll owed to vary u ntil the equa ti on i s

2
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driven t o z e r o.

The r es ponse equati on, when applied to the Si tgr eaves -Ft . Apache
area, yields the est imat e:
II

y - 370 .955
where

x1 , x2 ,

a nd

x3

452 . 719Xl + 5 1 . 247X + .844X ,
2
3

are the same as in (82).

(83)

The coefficient of

determination fo r the mode l is . 869 , and the partial corr e l ation coefficients of increased forag e y ield with f or age u t i l iza ti on, est imated

establishment probability, a nd the arid i t y index are -.620, .698, and
.8 12 r espectively.

A j oint test on the r egress ion coeffi c ients yields

a calculated F-value of 22 . 1809 which gives ev idence that the model is
s ignificant at the ~

= .01 l eve l , using 3 a nd 10 degree s of freedom.

Separate t es t s on the r egressio n coeffic i e nt s individuall y indicate

to be signifi ca nt a t the

/33

significa nt at the

/32 significant

<X =

.0 1,

CX=

. 05 leve 1.

at the

CX=

)3 1

.05, and

The e quati on is ar ranged the

same a s (81) a nd (82) with the exce ption of the posit ive intercept.
The coefficient for the a ridity index variab l e is smaller, s ince the
aridity indexes are gener ally high for the a r ea .
increase s in value and becomes positive in (8 3 ) .

Thus the intercept

EVALUATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The estab l ishment model
Since no common measur ement of seedling establishment among range
managers exis t s, estimation of the relationship of factors influencing

estab lishme nt can only be accomplished by the use of a dichotomous
dependent variable.

The weakness of this me th od is obvious.

As the

independent variables change in degree, th e variance changes also.

The probit mode l is superior to other approaches since limits are set
and constant variance is for c ed .
the generated probabilities.

The applicabili t y of the mode l is in

The probabilities are a tool, useful for

present improvement decision making with considera ti on of the chances
for improvement success in the future.

A mure desirable model is an

extension of the probit mode l to a measure of degree of success rather

than being c onfined to the limits of a dichotomy.

Insufficient data,

however, dictates the use the dichtomous model.

The Markov chain
The Markov chain is an applicable tool for explanation of timeorder ed phenomenon.

In this study it explains the time-ordered movement

of the aridity index relatively well.

Th e asymp tot ic properties of the

chains derived show that relatively fast convergence occ ur s as the
transition matrices are raised to successive powers.

The asymptotic

pr operties a l so comp l y with the assumptions of the first order Ma r kov
chain.

It must be kept in mind, howeve r, tha t the chain derived is a n

indicative, no t a conclusive , explanation of weather patterns.

The

initial states are defined in terms of the es tablishment model, both
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for a given range improvement technique and the aridity index used .
The cha in, when expres sed in these terms, gives a good indication of

what t echn ique should be followed given the probabi l ities of a ridit y
index moveme nt .

The l imiting vattances indicate relatively good

estimatio n of the weather movement probabilities, in ge ne r al, for the

three areas studied.

The Sitgreaves-Ft. Apache area did indicate a

much s ma ller variance than the othe r two, however.

Forage response mode l

With the excep tion of the estimated equation fo r th e Monticello Durango a r ea, a ll the estimated coeffic ients, corr esponding to each
variable hypothesized t o i n fluence grass production, indicate a signi fi -

ca nt relationship .

Data dictated the reduction of the Mont i ce ll o -

Dura ngo model to just the estab li s hment probability and ar idity i ndex
variable .

Forage utilization is a primary factor hypothes i zed to in f lu ence
fo r age produ ction in the Sitgreaves-Ft. Apache area.

Grazi ng co ntr o l is

extremely hard on Indian Reservations and graz ing is heavy.

The est ima t ed

res ponse equation for this a rea indicat es that forage utili zat i on is a

prima r y factor.
ties occu r .

In the Montice llo - Durango area relatively high pr obab ili -

The est imated model i ndicates probab ility of es t ablishme nt

t o be a prime fac tor explaining t he high forage increases in thi s area.

The estimated equations in all three cases indicate the expected sign
for the regression coefficients.

These coefficien ts show an inve rse

r e lationship of forage increase with forage utilization.

Positive

r e l a ti onship is shown for forage increase with es tab l ishment pr obabi lit y
and the a rid it y index .
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Conclusions

The objectives of this thesis were to develop a theoretica l framework for seedling establishment and production and to identify those
variab l es that can or cannot b

and production success.

manipulated to influence estab l ishment

The approach taken has been to ca l culate the

influence that specific policy variab l es have upon establishment and
production of range grasses given the limits of wea ther patterns.

The

result s of the analysis, using data fo r establishment, production, a nd
the nonpolicy variable, weather, from the three Pinyon-Juniper control

areas are encouraging.

The conclusion that the theory developed herein

is promising is, of course, conditio nal.

There is need for demonstration

that each of the three models explains its r espective relati onship
better than any other model.

This demonstration, however, is beyond the

scope of thi s study.
The study did indicate that tr ee competition removal, depth of seed
cover, and weather patterns have significant influence upon seedling
estab li shment.

Seed rate was a constant for all areas studied, and no

measure of influence was obtainable.

It is important t o note the

compar i son of the three areas with respect t o weather patterns.

The

establishment model for the Monticello-Durango area indicated that
relatively high establishment probabilities cou ld be obtained with
little or no cover of the seed.

The reason for such success, involving

less seeding investment, i.s the favorable spring moisture conditions
existing in this area.

As indicated by the transition matrices for

the five weather stations studied in the Monticello-Durango area, the
transition probabilities f or the r ecurrence of state 1, the state

requiring the highest aridity index, are relatively high with the
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exceptions La Sal and Blanding, Utah.

In the Cedar City-Caliente area,

however, the spring moistur e co ndition s are not as favorable and seed
cover becomes more important .

The Pioche, Nevada weather station is the

only one that has comparable weather conditions to those of the MonticelloDurango area .

In the Sitgre aves National Forest-Ft . Apache Indian

Reservation area, the August-September moisture conditions are generally
favorable for the three weather stations included in the analysis.

How-

ever, a consider a bly higher aridity index is required for state 1 in the

Markov chain.

The mean first passage time for arriving in state 1 from

the other states is less frequent than the same mean passage times in
either the Montice llo-Dur ango or Cedar City-Caliente area.

Also the

recurrence times of each state are considerably less frequent in this
area compared t o the o ther two areas.

This means that if a particular

year is marked with a low aridity index, as high as 70 years may pass
before the highest aridity index occurs.

This was indicated by the mean

first passage matrix for the Cibecue, Arizona weather station.

Timing

and the problem of seeding nonadapted grass spec ies has been the main
reason for failure in the Sitgreaves-Ft. Apache area.

The timing with

respect to weather conditions has also contributed to the failures in
the Cedar City-Caliente area.
The forage response models indicated that forage utilization,
establishment pr obab ility, and the

11

normal 11 aridity index all have

significant influence on forage production.

The one exception was

forage utilization in the Montice llo-Durango area.
variation in the utilization variable occurred.

No cross-sectional

The expected sign s for

each of the variables was estimated in each of the models for the three
areas.

Forage utilization is inversely rel a ted with forage production
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while establishment probabil ity and the "n ormal " aridity index a r e
directly related to forage production.

The "norma l" aridity is conside r a-

bly higher for the August- September period in the Sitgreaves-Ft. Apache
area than is the spring "norma l" aridity index in the two other areas.

Suggestions for further research
The main criticism of the es tablishment model is that no estimate

of the pr obabilit y of differ ent degrees of estab l ishme nt success is made.
For future research more accurate observa ti on of the success of a

seeding project could be made.

The observation would have to be recorded

as some standard evaluation measurement as plants per square foot, basal
area, or some other suitable measure .

Then the probit model can be used

t o estimate the probabilities of failure and success and an additional

estimation of the probability of degree of success.

Certainly this

latter probability would have more meaning as a variable in the forage

resp onse model.
Another important probability measure is needed in the forage
response model for reduction purposes.

This is a measure of the proba -

bility of a certain aridity index occu rring.

In order to have this

measure of pr obability, the probability distribution of the a ridity
index would have to be found.

It is likely that a particular weathe r

season would have to be designated t o avoid the difficulties associated
with the change of skewness of a particu lar distribution other than the
normal distribution.

Als o further work with the Markov scheme and

weather seasons could be pursued.

This work could prove to be very

helpful in the explanation of weather movements from season t o season.

APPENDIXES
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Appendix A:

Review of lit erature

A r eview of all the lit erature pertinent to grass production and

weather-yield relationships would be beyond the scope of this s tudy.
In keeping with the objectives of the s tud y, a review is given of some
preceding theore tical work concerning the affects of weather and
certain policy variables on crop yie l ds.
Attempts to measure weather affec ts on crop yie ld have taken one
of two lines of research.

One might be called the " traditional

regression approach" a nd the other the theor e tical appr oach.

One of the

earliest studies using the traditional approach is that of Mattic e (1931).
Twelve different functions relating various weather measurements t o state
a nd regional average corn yields were es timat ed.

The variables of no

significance were eliminated by a s t epwise regression analysis.

A

priori hypotlJesis was mdde about the 1elatio nshi p of the weather

variables with corn yield.
entire ly upon the data us ed.

The results of the analysis were dependent
There was no empir ical t est of any theory.

Stallings (1958) also followed the traditional approach using check plot
data from va rious crop experiments at agricultural experiment statio ns.
Data were taken on specified crop varieties, grown under constant

conditions of so il enviro nment and cultural practices, where on l y

weather was allowed to vary.

Indexes were computed for the unexp l ained

variation in crop yields fr om the expe riments.

The weather variables

are not defined in this app r oach.
Edwa r ds (1963) used a theoretic a l ap proach laying out a pre l imina r y
hyp o thesis of the variables inf luencing crop yields.

A thorough descrip -

tion of the biological pr ocesses involved in plant growth is accompl ished
which suggests the variables to use and then a theory of t he functiona l
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relationships is presented .

The model then is applied to small grain

data to make the empirical test of the theory .

The conclusions of thi s

s tudy we r e that the theoretica l model is supe ri o r t o the "n a ive" mode l s

of the tr ad itional approach .
Oury (196 5) se ts out a theory of weather affects on crop yie ld s
which reduces the weathe r affec t s t o two variables, temperature a nd
precipitation.

Since water provides as well as transports nutrients t o

the areas of photosynthetic activ it y and sinc e the flow of water is
dependent on temperature, t he priori hypothesis is that these a r e the
basic two physical variabl es exp laining growth.

Because temperature

and precipitati o n are inve r se l y correlat ed, they are c ombined in an

index following the \Wrk of de Ma rt onne (1926) and Angstrom (1936).

The

index then becomes invers e l y r ela t ed to temperature and direc tly related
to precipitation .

McConnen (1965) hypothesized th at over time both grazing patterns
a nd precipit a tion affect range grass yie ld s.

The study was bas ed on

expe rime nt s o n r ange pastures using three l eve l s of f o rage utilization.
A logarithmic function of time was assumed for forage utiliz a tio n, and
annual precipitation was assumed t o be the only weather variable

influencing range grass production .

The intercept of the l oga rithmic

function was determined by the level of grazing .
Appendix B: Comput ation o f th e a ridity index
a nd Markov chain
The computation of all the a ridit y indexes was accomplished by
mean s o f a program developed fo r the IBM 1620 digital comput er.
Dr. Bernard Oury a t North Carolina State University developed the program
a nd a ll owed its use in this stud y.

The aridity index computations were
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greatly reduced because of Dr . Oury's valuable he l p.
The input for the program is the accumu lative monthly prec ipitation
and month l y mean temperatures.

These may be combined in ei ther the

de Martonne or the Angstrom a ridity index.
a ny ar r a ngement of month s d e sired.

The indexes are grouped for

Each month 's index is weighted by

its variance before being grouped.
The Markov chain compu t ations were greatly aided with the help of a
program developed for the IBM 1620 digital compu ter.

This program was

developed by Dr. Wi ll iam R. Reilly at the University of Connecticut.
The program computes the limiting vector and the l imiting matrix.

The

transition matrix , P, can be r aised t o successive l y higher powers up to

P

99

for a 10 by 10 matrix .

Also included for firm movement a na l ysis is

a pr evision t o compute a tra nsitiona l s t ate matrix and the n- s t age
vector .

Tbe input fer the program is the ini tia l state ve ctor and the

transition matrix which can be estimated by l east squares, maximum
l ikelihood, or quadratic programming .
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